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... the beautiful stained
glass window, located in
the Cathedral of Christ
the King. This work by
Sister Mary Ernestine
(Georgia Mary) Ott, shines
brilliant light—day and
night—both inward to the
members of the congregation of Christ the King
Cathedral and outward
into the neighborhood
that surrounds it.“
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Discovering innovative ways to grow
and improve is always our primary focus
at CKS. Continuous improvement is
part of our daily focus. Our Strategic
Plan, which is a five-year plan based on
National Standards for Effective Catholic
Schools, has been driven by our faculty
and staff, our accreditation results, and
our mid-accreditation parent survey. You
can view our Strategic Plan and CSIP
(Continuous School Improvement Plan)
on our website (ctkschool.net).
The CSIP is a one-year plan, listing the
goals from the Strategic Plan that we
are working on during the current year.
This is our second year of our Strategic
Plan and our second CSIP. Our second
CSIP focuses our attention on five goals
for the 2019-2020 school year. The first
goal is Servant Leadership. Last year, the
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faculty did a servant leadership book
study. We defined what a servant leader
is and examined examples of being a
servant leader in our Catholic school.
This year, we wish to find ways to teach
our students and families about servant
leadership. We hope you recognize
servant leaders in our community and
grow in your faith and stewardship as a
servant leader.
Our second goal is about teaching
empathy and tolerance. This year’s
theme, “Everybody Counts,” is one of our
strategies to reach this goal and to help
our students connect with their Catholic
faith by finding Christ in others and
treating them with dignity and respect.
We have emphasized this goal in many
subject areas, including Art, Guidance,
and, of course, Religion.

byPaula Smith

looking to the future

W WAYS TO GROW
Our third goal focuses on climate and culture. We
wish to have more involvement of parents, teachers
and parish in our school community. We have grown
our School Council sub-committees this year, adding
eight parents to assist us in their work. As a faculty and
staff, we also continue to examine areas of our school
where we can work together and strive to improve our
school culture.
Our faculty and staff are continuing to work hard on
curriculum development. We are aligning curriculum
across grade levels, and working with other diocesan
schools for standardizing curriculum throughout our
diocese. Better implementing strategies to meet all
learners’ needs and enhancing engagement are also
school goals this year.
In addition, we wish to be good stewards of our
church and school by raising funds for our capital
campaign. Currently, funds raised are going towards
the new school entrance to increase safety and to
improve our preschool program. We wish to send
a big thank-you to those who have donated and
pledged to the campaign and to our PTO and parent
donors who matched over $30,000 in pledges!

“Discovering innovative ways to grow and improve is
always our primary focus at CKS.”
... Paula Smith, CKS Principal
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tools & technology
Chromebooks Enhance CKS Curriculum by Vince Mongiardo
The 2018-19 school year began with a refreshed library space and a
fleet of Chromebooks replacing the old computer technology there.
That year served as a pilot for integrating alternate technology into our
learning environment. By all accounts, the introduction of Chromebooks
into the tech curriculum was a great success.
Considering how well-received those first Chromebooks were, we
decided 2019-20 was the year to transition the middle school 1:1
program from iPads to Chromebooks. The goal was to provide students
with newer technology that integrated well with the increasing faculty
adoption of the Google Classroom platform for class organization
and assignment turn-in. The switch to Chromebooks has allowed us to
teach and reinforce the necessary real-world skill of keyboarding, while
at the same time preserving the resources that teachers had already
developed and accumulated. On those points, Kathleen Leonard,
middle school science teacher, has observed, “The students are writing
better and more efficiently,” and she further noted, “My e-books work
so much better on the Chromebook than they did on the iPad, and are
more intuitive.”
According to eighth-grader Nolan Kelly, the transition to Chromebook
has been an easy one. “It’s nice to have a touchscreen combo
device,” Nolan said, referring to the device’s convertibility between
laptop mode and tablet mode. “And with the Chromebook keyboard,
my typing is improving.” Nolan also noted that his Chromebook has
demonstrated better battery life than the iPad he had before.
After first being hesitant about the switch -- especially the addition of the
physical keyboard and the initial need to connect her Google account
to multiple services -- Caroline Holbrook, another eighth-grader, says she
likes the Chromebook better than the iPad. Like Nolan, Caroline gives
the laptop/tablet combo capability and longer battery life two thumbs
up. She also likes the larger screen of the Chromebook.

CKS Improved Front Entrance & Preschool Classrooms by Katie Sheppard
Christ the King Parish and School are in the final year of Our Giving
Tree Capital Campaign. This is an exciting time because most of
the intensive reparation and restorative projects have been funded
or completed and we are now entering a phase of the campaign
focused on improving and renovating our school’s front entrance.
We will create a space that allows for positive personal identification
of all visitors before granting them access. The school offices and
reception area will move to the front of the original split level entrance.
This move will allow us to relocate the preschool classrooms from the
church nursery and parish life center into the main school building.
$850,000 has been allocated to this project from the Capital
Campaign. We are only $7,745.55 away from that goal. We are so
thankful for the enthusiasm created when an anonymous parent
presented us with a matching challenge that raised over $72,000
toward the project.
We are currently working with an architect and the diocesan building
commission to develop comprehensive plans that will enhance the
safety of our students and faculty and create the most conducive
learning environment. We are committed to funding this project
up front and will work in phases as necessary until the project is fully
funded. We invite you to be a part of reshaping the future of Christ the
King School by making a donation to the Capital Campaign.

Our Growing Pre-School by Tracy Cupolo
A handful of middle school teachers opted to join their students by
switching to a Chromebook. From an end-user perspective, these
teachers have likewise experienced a smooth transition. Sixth grade
language arts and religion teacher Brendan Petit (CKS ‘99) summed up
their collective conclusion: “Chromebooks are ideal for middle school
teachers…. [They] provide everything that we need, and nothing
that we don’t.” In an environment where educational resources are
increasingly web-based, that’s not a surprise.
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A child’s experience in preschool sets the foundation for a child’s
educational journey. Christ the King Preschool continues to grow
because our program understands the importance of building
self-regulation skills, nurturing creativity and curiosity all within a faith
filled environment of developmental learning. This year we have
grown to 100 preschoolers within our three age levels. It is such a
blessing to know the community finds our program one that is the
foundation of Character, Knowledge and Spirit. We are excited to
see what the future holds for our continuously growing preschool
program.

innovative ideas
Curriculum Development by Amy Smith

Christ the King School places a strong emphasis on both spiritual and
academic growth. As educators, we have the responsibility of ensuring that
students receive well-planned instruction. One important component in the
planning process is in the area of curricular development, which includes
creating Pacing Guides that provide our teachers a year-long snapshot of
content. As a result of this development, teachers can readily plan effective
instruction driven by standards.

framework from which to teach writing. Ultimately, the goal is to see an
increase in student achievement.

Four years ago, CKS teachers began the horizontal process of planning. This
process afforded our teachers the opportunity to plan with a standardsbased approach across grade levels and content areas. Teachers worked
to create Pacing Guides that included the time in which they would teach
standards, the duration of that instruction, and the identification of the
standards being taught. Most importantly, they were able to dive deep into
grade-level standards to effectively plan. Pacing Guides were completed
over the next few years for Math, Language Arts, and Science, and they
continue to be revised as teachers identify areas for improvement.

Last year, CKS teachers came together to vertically plan by identifying a list
of priority skills for each grade level in
both Math and Language Arts. The
purpose of this planning was to work
toward mastery of each identified
skill within each grade level. Most
recently, our teachers have been
collaborating with other Diocesan
teachers in an effort to create
Diocesan curriculum documents.
These opportunities allow teachers to
consistently review their standards and
make the most informed instructional
decisions.

The Language Arts teachers went a step further in creating a year-long
writing plan, allowing them to identify the specific writing pieces completed
over the duration of a year. Again, writing instruction is driven by gradelevel standards. After the completion of the annual plan, they took a
deeper look into each writing piece to identify the trait(s) and standards
being taught, mentor texts, and other resources used to support instruction.
This approach leads to the utilization of common language and a common

As a school, we understand and
appreciate the importance of this
process and continue to make
revisions where they are needed.
More importantly, we recognize that curricular documents are organic and
meant to be revised in order to provide students access to well-planned
instruction and a comprehensive curriculum.

Raising the Bar-After School by Kathy Dwyer
On a Wednesday afternoon in November, long after students have been
dismissed, one might think the halls of school would be quiet. That is not the
case at CKS! On any given Monday through Thursday from 3:00-5:00, the
second floor is bustling with adolescents sacrificing their free time and working hard to advance their learning in Raising the Bar-After School.
This program is an extension of our successful Raising the Bar Program, started
over a decade ago. Its purpose was and still is to address the specific needs
of students identified with phonetic processing difficulties or diagnosed with
dyslexia. Raising the Bar instructors use the Barton Program, an Orton-Gillingham-based, highly structured, systematic, multi-sensory approach to reading
and spelling. During the early years of the program, Mrs. Stephanie Hall and
Mrs. Marcia Harp taught qualifying students individually (or in pairs) in grades
K-5 twice a week during the school day. Unfortunately, due to scheduling
limitations and a lack of resources, Raising the Bar was not available to middle school students.
This all changed in 2015. CKS Principal Paula Smith saw the positive impact
this program had on our students and decided to expand it. I became the

school’s third instructional specialist with the responsibility of beginning Raising
the Bar-After School for our middle school students. My interest in the Barton
Program began very personally for me in 2008, when my own daughter was
identified as dyslexic. After I saw firsthand how the Barton program taught
her to read and spell in a different and better way that suited her brain, I
knew I wanted to learn more about this approach; eventually I too became
a trained Barton dyslexia consultant.
My own child’s success in overcoming dyslexia made me reflect on my many
years of teaching. For each year as a classroom teacher, I could think of at
least one, maybe even two or three students in my class who tried so hard,
who I knew were so bright and capable, yet were not reaching their potential in school. I began to wonder if these children had been dyslexic, too,
and if they would have benefitted from a program like Barton. I was thrilled
to begin a new role at CKS where I could help children be more successful in
reading and spelling and, more importantly, gain self-confidence.
Raising the Bar-After School has been overwhelmingly successful! This year
the program includes 19 students taught by nine teachers. Over its five-year
period, 53 students have participated, and 13 have “graduated,” meaning
they have achieved the feat of completing all 10 Levels of the Barton program. What is even more exciting is that our wonderful Raising the Bar-After
School program has reached out to the Lexington community to include two
students from area public schools.
We are very blessed at Christ the King School to have highly trained staff,
supportive administrators, and a program that addresses the unique learning
needs of a special segment of our population. I personally am grateful to be
part of a program that has had life-changing effects for students who are so
very dedicated, hard-working and intelligent.
The CKS SUCCESS Program offers several academic support services, including Raising the Bar and Raising the Bar-After School. The SUCCESS Team is
comprised of Director Stephanie Hall, Kathy Dwyer, and Ashley Winton. All
three are Instructional Specialists and Dyslexia Consultants.
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snapshots

A partnership between Ballast, a
local financial planning and money
management firm, and Christ the
King School has resulted in awarding
Matthys DeGraff (pictured above
with Principal Paula Smith and Ballast
representative, Andy Reynolds) the
current-year naming rights to the
Library Media Center. Matthys was
the student who earned the most
Accelerated Reader Points, the
requirement for earning the naming
rights.
This year, the Ballast sponsorship will
award the student in each grade level
that receives the most Accelerated
Reader Points with a $100 deposit
into a 529 College Savings Plan. The
student who has the most overall
Accelerated Reader Points (along with
having the library named after them
next year) will be awarded a $500
deposit into a 529 College Savings
Plan.

CKS had another great showing at
KYA this year. Evelyn Dugan ran for
Presiding Officer and was elected
to be the Lieutenant Governor
for KYA next year as a Freshman.
Maysie Houlihan and Lucy Griffith
served as Committee Chairs running
meetings and debates throughout the
conference.
CKS eighth graders Brooks Martin,
Parker Mayo, and Trey Rafter passed
an act to allow fifteen-year olds to
attend driving school before getting
their official driver’s license. The
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seventh grade also had a bill passed
into law. This was an act relating to
the supplemental nutrition assistance
program (SNAP). This bill was written
and debated by Olivia Watson, Pairan
Cooke, Delaney Bowles, and Anna
Kate deMovellan.
An Outstanding Delegate Award
was presented to Taylor Price Rogers,
a recognition given to one delegate
per school and is nominated by
Advisors. The nomination is based
on the delegates presence and
performance prior to, and at the
conference, as well as their ability to
exemplify the behavior of the Y’s four
core values.
Congratulations to the entire CKS
KYA delegation for another great
conference!

Pictured above: Evelyn Dugan was elected Lt.
Governor for next year’s Kentucky Youth Assembly
Conference.

Congratulations to Jaycie Mair, Lucy
Nash, Molly Thompson, and Nikki Yost
who placed in the top 10 on the Lexington Catholic placement exam. We
are so proud of your hard work and
accomplishments!

Pictured above: Taylor Price Rogers was a recipient of an Outstanding Delegate Award at this
year’s Kentucky Youth Assembly Conference.

Pictured above (left to right): Molly Thompson,

Polly Rink, sixth grade, won a citywide art contest, sponsored by
Lextran. Young designers from all
over Fayette County submitted their
original designs for a chance to have
their design displayed as a bus wrap
on one of the city buses. The bus with
Polly’s design, which incorporated
Lextran’s theme of “We Move People,”
was brought to the school so her
classmates could see her winning
artwork before it hit the streets!
Pictured right: Polly RInk, CKS sixth-grader,
with her award-winning bus wrap design.

Jaycie Mair, Lucy Nash and Nikki Yost , who
placed in the top ten of the LCH entrance exam.

alumni making a difference
Dr. Kevin Donohue (CKS ’97) was recognized as the Saint Joseph Hospital
“2019 Physician of the Year,” at the
hospital’s 31st annual Stars gala on
November 5th, 2019.
For Dr. Donohue, medicine and caring for patients at Saint Joseph Hospital is in his blood. His father (Tom)
was a surgeon at the hospital and
his mother (Connie) was a nurse. He
loves that his fellow physicians and
staff at the hospital see their profession as a calling and a ministry.
Dr. Kevin Donohue is an internist in
Lexington, Kentucky, and is affiliated
with CHI St. Joseph Health-Lexington.
He received his medical degree from
Nova Southeastern University College
of Osteopathic Medicine.

Lexington Catholic High School
quarterback Beau Allen (CKS ‘16),
was this year’s recipient of the Paul
Hornung Award, a statewide honor
presented annually by the Louisville
Quarterback Club to the top high
school football player in Kentucky.
He is the 27th recipient of the award.
This season, Beau completed 248 of
366 passes (67.8%) for 3,682 yards
and 38 touchdowns. He also led the
Knights in rushing with 478 yards and
12 TDs on 127 attempts. Beau finished
his career with 11,439 passing yards
and 127 passing touchdowns. He has
committed to the University of Kentucky for the 2020 football season.

Nash Dotson (CKS ’19) received the
2019 Youth Philanthropy Award for his
work through his organization Allstarkix.org, an organization he created to collect and donate lightly worn
shoes, cleats, boots and other needed items to underprivileged countries. To date, Allstarkix has donated
thousands of shoes to children and
adults in Haiti, Guatemala, Honduras,
Ecuador, and Congo.

Pictured left: Kevin Donohue, Pictured center:
Beau Allen, Pictured right: Nash Dotson (with
Tim Burcham who nominated Nash for the
honor).

Grandparents Loyalty Circle 2019
David & Judy Gaunce
Mr. & Mrs. Al Farber
Perry Lee Greer Jr.
Charlotte & Jerry Lundergan
Dennis & Saundra Lee
Patricia & Richard Glennon
Virgil & Judy Post
Kathy & Ken Neiheisel
Judy & Charles Wethington
Sarah & Tom Hicks
Michele & Bud Lane
Doug & Patsy Hampton
Bob Starbuck
Mary Wathen
Louis & Sandy Rives
Mr. & Mrs. Sal Nalli
David & Donna O’Bryan
Mary Joe Quinn
Otto & Kay Kaak
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Thornburg
Darby & Mark Radmanesh
Jimmy & Doris Minton
Kenneth & Karen Rensing
John& Betsy Tibe
Mary Graven
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Post

Dan & Alison Hardaway
Mr. & Mrs. Enriquez
Virginia Redford
Dr. & Mrs. David Cash
Keith & Teresa Leslie
Tim & Cindy Bandy
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Rensing
Steve & Bonnie Kretz
Patrick Duffy
Steve & Barbara Husz
Basil & Betty Turbyfill
Gary Burnett
Susan West
Dr. & Mrs. Jim Simpson
Katy & Jim Stephenson
Mr. & Mrs. John Sisler
Marvin & Jean Bishop
Tommy & Patsy Faulkner
Tom & Mary Dennis Bennett
Pam & Doc Harris
David & Charlene Arvin
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Winton
Kathy & Steve Gates
Tom Hunt
Bill & Sharon Harward
Pablo & Wilma Rodriguez
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Raymond Stephens
Sharyn & Jim Dingus
Darby & Charlotte Turner
Fred & Sue Grau
Jim & Claire Sollars
Sharon Laska
John & Kathy Black
Karen Wielinski
Steve & Barbara Graves
Gus & Cindy Baumgardner
Joyce & Glenn Blackburn
Robert & Theresa Koch
Teresa Sedgwick
Barbara Watts
John & Sandra Tewell
Reba Martin
Jerry & Sonia Woodall
Charlene & George Lilly
Jean Smith
Spencer & Kathy Houlihan
Thomas & Jacquie Woodward
Mr. & Mrs. Cotton Nash
Elizabeth Vincent
Jim & Ann Williamson
Mike & Jo Ann Ritchie
Brian & Helen Dugan

Dana & Richard Martin
Hamilton & Elaine Simms
Mike & Rita Faulkner
Mr. & Mrs. Antonio deMovellan
Julie Skinner
Dan & Nancy McHale
Brenda Sears
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Leslie
Thomas & Rosemarie Gavenonis
Douglas Neuman
Garland & Linda Thompson
John & Cindy Wubbolding
Mark & Mary Hosinski
Karleen Stevens
Tom & Karen Maier
Philip & Irene Van Kersen
Marilyn Todd
Fern Reed
Hub & Elaine Metry
Theresa & Dan Simon
Bridget Justice
Bill & Suzanne Webb
Mr. & Mrs. Berkley Hollingworth
Mrs. Karen Jacobs
Craig & Carol Lannoye
William & Amy Muetterties

Peggy & Earl Bechtold
Paul & Gail Wehrman
Gary & Karen Justice
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Durham
Tillie Polin
Les & Karen Haney
Cindy & David Crump
Ben & Jeanne Carr
Martha Burchett
Angela Nunn
Jack & Lucy Cornett
Richard & Linda Williams
Robbie & Bonnie Polin
Mr. & Mrs. David Tramontin
Kevin & Laura West
Patricia Abney
Mary Lou Dickinson
Embry Jacobs
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thanks to our generous big blue fling sponsors

